
Outlines for presentations at the ABA Antitrust Section Spring meeting

1. SAEC Committee meeting
a. Database rolled out on March 6, 2006

i. Focuses on cases since 1990, although more than that included
ii. Convenient way to prove negatives

(1) No maximum resale price maintenance claims
(2) No Robinson-Patman claims

iii. Nuts and bolts section 1 cases, comparatively local matters
iv. Still work to be done and plans to implement

(1) 36 states have provided state-specific information
(2) attaching the settlements

v. One can now test the rhetoric
b. Organization and publication of positions within the Multistate Antitrust Task

Force 
i. National roles, such as State-Federal Committee, Training & Education,

etc.
ii. Working groups, liaisons, and committees on particular industries or

issues
(1) Industry efforts on telecommunications, health care, real estate
(2) Issues like Illinois Brick, State Action, Small States

c. Chair’s projects
2. Roundtable presentation

a. Glad to be here
i. As a first timer, please indulge me by allowing me to talk about topics I

used to consider when I mused in the audience during past roundtables
ii. As posed by the Antitrust Modernization Commission, the states have

been considering their role in the effort
iii. In considering what the states have done, I ponder what I should strive to

accomplish as chair of the task force
iv. I want to consider Insurance, Illinois Brick, and Tobacco

b. Insurance Antitrust Litigation for the late 1980s and in the Supreme Court, as
Hartford Fire v. California in 1990
i. Basic concern was that public entities could no longer get coverage for

long tail risk, that is damage caused during the period of the policy but that
manifests itself long afterwards

ii. Federal enforcers refused to even make a few calls: how could collusion
occur among so many insurers?

iii. States investigated and our claims posited 2 explanations
(1) manipulation of the forms, by excluding long tail risks from the

form, through the trade association for insurers
(2) enforcing the agreement through reinsurance out of Lloyd’s of

London, that is collusion to prevent reinsurance when insurers
covered long tail risks

iv. 2 issues went to the United States Supreme Court (but not the “theory”



that was used by the feds to not investigate)
(1) McCarran Ferguson: scope of the insurance exemption
(2) Whether U.S. courts have jurisdiction over a restraint effecting

commerce in the U.S. if the agreement is reached outside the U.S.
(a) U.K. had “clawback” provisions, that is a claim to get back

2/3rds of treble damages, so that U.S. plaintiffs with
antitrust claims would only get single damages

(b) U.K. and Canada submitted amici in support of the
insurance companies

(c) Supreme Court issued clear and favorable decision on
jurisdiction question

(3) Flash forward
(a) Benefits of competition recognized throughout the world

(i) favorable case law enabled prosecution of
international cartels

(ii) states have used the case law (stamp auction bid rig)
(iii) states have recovered money for those A.G.s

represent after a conspiracy is found and established
by others: vitamins; sorbates; more being
investigated

(b) Insurance industry figured out another way to prove wrong
the theory that lots of competitors made collusion unlikely
or impossible
(i) Certainly NOT primarily an antitrust case.  Focuses

primarily on the fiduciary duty to insured being
violated by taking money from insurance companies
in return for insured’s business

(ii) Significant structural reforms so that the fiduciary
duty to insured is honored

(iii) Tally of payments to those harms by the restraints
(NOT state budgets, regulator budgets, etc.)
1) Marsh $850 million
2) Aon $190 million
3) Willis $50 million
4) AIG $1.6 Billion
5) Zurich 

a) (10 states) $172 million
b) NY, CT, IL $153 million

6) And the states are not done
c. Illinois Brick: Those actually harmed by antitrust violations often can’t recover

unless they are in privity with the violator
i. Argued against the federal rule, and lost
ii. Advocated federal legislation, which got close but never passed
iii. Pushed to have Illinois Brick read narrowly, but largely lost
iv. Used state law, arguing divergences from federal law and passing new



laws
v. Defended against the counterattack arguing preemption and prevailed in a

unanimous U.S. Supreme Court decision
vi. Widened that path, with more states and more substantive theories, like

consumer protection and specific A.G. rights
vii. Flash forward to today

(1) Direct purchaser claim remains under federal law, and those
actually injured often can recover under state law
(a) series of cases, primarily in the pharmaceutical industry,

makes the effort to recover for consumers real
(2) AMC testimony include HI’s Mark Bennett, who chairs the A.G.

Antitrust Committee, along with Ellen Cooper, who chaired the
states’ Illinois Brick Committee
(a) sets forth why the underpinnings of Illinois Brick are not

now true
(b) maybe like State Oil and Illinois Toolworks, someone

should take this to the Supreme Court
(3) Regardless, can we all agree that Illinois Brick should be

legislatively overruled?
(4) I hope the wall comes down on my watch

d. Tobacco: in the late 1990s
i. Industry had never lost a litigation and was well versed in land war in Asia
ii. States asserted consumer protection and antitrust claims
iii. States’ damage claim overcame industry’s strategy of blaming the victim

(1) States incurred significant health care costs without choosing to
use the product

iv. How many people remember that world? And then we had the Master
Settlement Agreement

v. Flash forward
(1) series on restrictions on advertising
(2) the externality of health care costs imposed on the states is now

part of the cost of the product
(3) at the same time, the structure of the industry has changed, with 

the market share of the majors falling significantly
(4) states have defended against the counterattack

(a) enforced the MSA against the defendants
(b) have defended and largely prevailed against constitutional

and Sherman Act claims but those unwilling to make the
health care externalities part of the purchase price

(5) fewer start and more quit smoking tobacco
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